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Abstract
We define interacting particle systems on configurations of the integer lattice
(with values in some finite alphabet) by the superimposition of two dynamics: a
substitution process with finite range rates, and a circular permutation mechanism
(called “cut-and-paste”) with possibly unbounded range. The model is motivated
by the dynamics of DNA sequences: we consider an ergodic model for substitutions,
the RN+YpR model ([BGP08]), with three particular cases, the models JC+cpg,
T92+cpg, and RNc+YpR. We investigate whether they remain ergodic with the
additional cut-and-paste mechanism, which models insertions and deletions of
nucleotides. Using either duality or attractiveness techniques, we provide various
sets of sufficient conditions, concerning only the substitution rates, for ergodicity
of the superimposed process. They imply ergodicity of the models JC+cpg,
T92+cpg as well as the attractive RNc+YpR, all with an additional cut-and-paste
mechanism.
1 Introduction
Motivated by biological models for the evolution of DNA sequences, this paper con-
tributes to the classical topic of ergodicity of interacting particle systems (see e.g.
[Lig05]). Let us first give the biological context, then explain the interacting particle
system it induces, and how we tackle its ergodicity. This last point corresponds to the
intriguing question of the ergodicity for a superimposition of an ergodic particle system
(here a generalized spin system) and of a non ergodic one (here cyclic permutations
which generalize exclusion processes). The spin values belong to a finite alphabet of size
larger than two, which adds a difficulty.
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The biological set-up. The study of evolutionary relationships among living organisms
has entered the genomic age in the past decades. To model the evolution of DNA
sequences remains an important and difficult part of phylogenetic analysis. Generally,
every method of phylogenetic reconstruction at the molecular level is based on a
probabilistic model, for codons or for nucleotides. Jukes & Cantor, in [JC69], were
the first to introduce a probabilistic model, the (JC) model, to study the changes in
DNA sequences. In the (JC) model, DNA sequences are encoded as elements of A N ,
where the positive integer N stands for the number of nucleotides in one strand of
the DNA molecule, and A for the nucleotide alphabet {a, t, c, g}, where the letters
represent adenine, thymine, cytosine and guanine respectively. The (JC) model deals
with the product of N independent identically distributed continuous-time Markov
chains modelling single site nucleotide substitutions.
The substitution-rate matrix in the (JC) model is the simplest possible because all
substitutions occur at the same rate. Since then, other nucleotide substitution processes
have been introduced to refine this matrix (see for instance [Kim80, Fel81, HKY85,
Tam92, TN93, Yan94]) until the generalized time reversible (GTR) model introduced
in [Tav86] which is such that the Markov process is reversible, and with no more
restriction on the structure of the matrix. In all these processes, the independence
assumption on sites was kept. As a consequence, there exists a unique stationary
probability measure for the process, which is product. This means for instance that
in a long DNA sequence at equilibrium the frequency of a dinucleotide xpy should be
the product of the x and y frequencies (where, for subsets X and Z of A , XpZ is the
collection of dinucleotides in X × Z, and we write xpy instead of {x}p{y}).
But this is actually not the case in some biological contexts. Indeed, since the studies
of [JKK61] and [STK62], it is well known that the dinucleotide cpg is less frequently
present in many mammals DNA than it would be expected from base composition.
Support for the cpg deficiency to be related to DNA methylation was provided in
[Bir80]: the substitution rate of cytosine by thymine is higher in methylated cpg than
in other dinucleotides. Therefore, more realistic substitution models incorporating such
neighboring effects have been introduced by [DG00] with their Tamura+cpg model.
To evade the dependency between neighbors, in [DG00] there is an approximation for
frequencies of trinucleotides to capture some features of the true model. Be´rard et al.
in [BGP08] extended the latter model to the RN+YpR model and assessed rigorously
the effect of neighbor-dependent substitutions. There, DNA sequences are encoded as
(doubly infinite) elements of A Z and their dynamics are studied through the techniques
of interacting particle systems. The properties of the RN+YpR model have been used
to infer phylogenetic distances in [Fal10] or cpg hypermutability rates in [BG12].
But substitutions are not the only way to alter DNA sequences. For example, one
may add several extra nucleotides to a DNA sequence by insertions, or remove them
by deletions. In the model of [TKF91], single sites are inserted or deleted with rates
independent of their positions, and this is superimposed to independent substitutions.
There, DNA sequences have a variable (but finite) length along time and are encoded as
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elements of
⋃
N A
N . We would like to do for neighbor-dependent substitution processes
on DNA sequences what was done in [TKF91] for independent substitutions. The DNA
sequences are viewed, as above, as elements of A Z. To avoid mathematical difficulties
due to the insertion-deletion mechanisms (an insertion of a single nucleotide induces
a shift of the whole sequence and leads to infinite range interactions), we require that
an insertion and a deletion occur at the same time. To that purpose, we introduce a
mechanism that we call “cut-and-paste”, whose name is inspired from the classification
proposed by [Fin89] for transposable elements. The latter, discovered by [McC53], are a
type of DNA that can move around within the genome and can be distinguished in two
classes : class I is commonly called “copy-and-paste”, and class II, “cut-and-paste”. In
our settings, we consider the simplest cut-and-paste mechanism, that is, the transfer of
one nucleotide into the sequence as shown on Figure 1. There, the transfer of nucleotide
t can be seen as its deletion and reinsertion three nucleotides further.
a t c g c t
a c g c t t
Figure 1: One example of the cut-and-paste of a nucleotide into the sequence
The modelling by a particle system, and the question of its ergodicity. We
consider configurations that can take values in some finite alphabet on each site of
the integer lattice, as detailed above; thus the alphabet will consist of the nucleotides
a, c, g and t, but the questions we ask are not relying on this specific choice. On
this configuration space, we superimpose two dynamics. The first one is given by
a substitution process, and the second one by a cut-and-paste mechanism with a
rate ρ > 0. The substitution process is quite general and includes for instance the
stochastic Ising model with finite rate of dependence. The cut-and-paste process can
have unbounded range and permutes the values of a certain interval of sites; it can be
seen as a generalization of an exclusion process.
In this superimposition, the first dynamics is ergodic but not the second one. Note that
ergodicity of our process, at least in the case of finite range permutations, would follow
from the “Positive Rates Conjecture” which says that in dimension 1, a finite range
interacting particle system with strictly positive transition rates is ergodic, see [Lig05],
page 201. The status of this conjecture is not clear to us, see [Gra01]. It has been proved
for attractive nearest-neighbor spin systems (a spin system is an interacting particle
system with two states such that only one coordinate can change in each transition, see
[Lig05], Chapter II) in [Gra82]. But, even if the permutations have finite range, our
model does not fit into this frame, since the cut-and-paste mechanism changes several
sites at the same time, and moreover we work with an alphabet of more than two values.
There is a general sufficient condition for ergodicity, the so-called Dobrushin’s “M < ε”
condition (see [Dob71], or [Lig05], Chapter I). However, this condition is far from being
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necessary: For instance, it gives ergodicity of the one-dimensional nearest-neighbor
stochastic Ising model only for high values of the temperature. Note that if a process
does fit the “M < ε” condition, adding a small amount of “stirring” will not alter
the validity of the latter, hence the superimposition with a stirring mechanism (which
permutes the values on two neighboring sites) is ergodic for ρ small enough.
To derive ergodicity conditions for our superimposition of two dynamics, we use two
powerful techniques: the first one is based on duality, and the second one on attrac-
tiveness and couplings. Our results involve only the parameters of the substitution
process, thus they are valid for any value of ρ. First we use duality through a gen-
eralization of a coupling technique with branching processes due to [Fer90] to show
that, in a certain range of parameters of the substitution process, the superimposition
is ergodic. We then apply this general result to our generic example, the RN+YpR
substitution model with an additional cut-and-paste mechanism. Second, in the spirit of
[GS10, Bor11], we derive sufficient conditions on the substitution rates for attractiveness
of the superimposition; assuming them, we obtain by different approaches sufficient
conditions on theses rates for ergodicity. While our first results are general, the following
ones concern the RN+YpR model with cut-and-paste mechanism. They imply that its
particular cases, the models JC+cpg, T92+cpg, as well as the RNc+YpR model in case
it is attractive, are ergodic when they are superimposed with a cut-and-paste mechanism.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define the model and the examples,
for which we state ergodicity results (Theorems 2.3 and 2.5). In Section 3, we give the
set-up for generalized duality, then state general ergodicity results (Theorems 3.1 and
3.4), proved in Section 5; we then prove Theorem 2.3. In Section 4, we give the set-up
for attractiveness, then state various results (some general, some for our examples) for
ergodicity, proved in Section 6, and we prove Theorem 2.5.
2 Definitions and examples
In Section 2.1, we introduce our set-up: two types of interacting particle systems on
X = A Z, namely a substitution and a cut-and-paste processes, that we superimpose.
We then define in Section 2.2 the examples that will illustrate our analysis along the
paper. In Section 2.3, we state for them the ergodicity results that follow from our
analysis of the superimposed process, done in the rest of the paper.
2.1 The particle system
For an analytic study of the construction and basic properties of these systems, we refer
to the seminal book [Lig05], on which we rely for sufficient existence conditions of our
dynamics. We will give in Section 5 a graphical construction of the latter, which will be
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the first step to prove ergodicity results through duality.
2.1.1 Substitution process
In such a process, only one coordinate changes in each transition. The transition
mechanism is specified by a non-negative function c(·) defined on Z × A × X. For
η ∈ X, x ∈ Z and a ∈ A , c(x, a, η) represents the rate at which the coordinate η(x)
flips to a when the system is in state η, that is the rate at which η changes to ηxa defined
by
ηxa(z) =
{
η(z) if z 6= x,
a if z = x.
We assume that the rates c(x, a, ·) are translation invariant, i.e. c(x, a, η) = c(0, a, τxη)
where τx denotes the shift by x on X (given by τxη(y) = η(x+ y), for all y ∈ Z). From
now on, we write c(a, η) for c(0, a, η). We further assume that, for any target a, the
function c(a, ·) depends on η ∈ X only through a finite set S(a) ⊂ Z depending on a.
The pregenerator L1 of the substitution process is defined on a cylinder function f on
X (that is, a function depending on a finite number of coordinates) by
L1f(η) =
∑
x∈Z
∑
a∈A
c(a, τxη)
[
f(ηxa)− f(η)
]
. (2.1)
Let
m = inf{c(a, η) : a ∈ A , η ∈ X}, (2.2)
K = sup{c(a, η) : a ∈ A , η ∈ X}, (2.3)
s = sup{|S(a)| : a ∈ A }, (2.4)
where |S| denotes the cardinality of the set S. Because the alphabet A is finite, we
have that
s < +∞, K < +∞. (2.5)
This is a sufficient condition for the existence of a Markov process with pregenerator L1
(see Theorem I.3.9 in [Lig05]). For Theorem 3.1 and for our examples, we will assume
m > 0, (2.6)
which is a standard assumption for ergodicity results (see e.g. [Gra01], [Gra82]).
2.1.2 Cut-and-paste process
In this process, not only one coordinate changes in each transition (as it can be seen on
Figure 1 where the transfer of nucleotide t induces a change of four coordinates because
of the shift to the left for the segment cgc). The transition mechanisms are circular
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permutations σx,y (for x 6= y ∈ Z) of finitely many sites of Z and are specified by a
transition probability matrix p on Z× Z.
For η ∈ X and a pair of sites x 6= y, let σx,y(η) be the configuration defined by
σx,y(η)(z) = η
[
σ−1x,y(z)
]
, ∀z ∈ Z,
where σx,y is defined for any x < y as
σx,y(z) =

z if z /∈ {x, x+ 1, . . . , y},
y if z = x,
z − 1 if x < z 6 y,
and for any x > y as
σx,y(z) =

z if z /∈ {y, y + 1, . . . , x},
y if z = x,
z + 1 if y 6 z < x.
The case x < y corresponds to a shift to the left of the coordinates from site x+ 1 to
site y as it can be seen on the top of Figure 2, whereas x > y corresponds to a shift to
the right of the coordinates from y to x− 1 as it can be seen on the bottom of Figure 2.
The rate at which η changes to σx,y(η) is p(x, y). We assume that p is translation
η(y −1) η(y) η(y +1) η(x−1) η(x) η(x+1)
η(x−1) η(x) η(x+1) η(y −1) η(y) η(y +1)
Figure 2: Transfer of the coordinate η(x) from site x to site y when x < y (top panel)
or when x > y (bottom panel)
invariant on Z, that is, p(x, y) = p(0, y − x) for all x, y ∈ Z. We do not assume that
p is symmetric, hence the “rate of transfer” p(x, y) at which the coordinate η(x) is
transferred to site y might depend not only on the distance |y − x| but also on the
direction of the transfer.
The pregenerator L2 of a cut-and-paste process is defined on a cylinder function f on
X by
L2f(η) =
∑
x,y∈Z
p(x, y)
[
f(σx,y(η))− f(η)
]
. (2.7)
A sufficient condition for the existence of the cut-and-paste process, that we assume
from now on, is (see [Lig05], [AFS04])∑
|x|p(0, x) <∞. (2.8)
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Remark 2.1. (i) We mentioned that p is not necessarily symmetric because [Kov05]
studies invariant measures of particle systems that interact via finite range permutations,
which is a more general system than a cut-and-paste process, but with the restriction
that the permutation σ has the same rate of occurrence than σ−1, which is equivalent in
our case to the symmetry of p.
Ergodicity of cellular automata that are superimpositions of Glauber dynamics and
permutations is studied in [Fer91].
(ii) For simplicity, we stick here to circular permutations. As it will become clear from
the proofs, we could also consider more general permutations of η(x), η(x+ 1), . . . , η(y)
or η(y), η(y + 1), . . . η(x), respectively, resulting in different biological interpretations
than the one we gave in the introduction.
(iii) The cut-and-paste process generalizes a stirring process, which is such that p(., .) is
symmetric and nearest-neighbor, so that only two coordinates change in a transition.
2.1.3 The superimposition
Fix a constant ρ > 0 and define the pregenerator L on a cylinder function f on X as
L f = L1f + ρL2f. (2.9)
We are interested in the ergodic properties of the interacting particle system with
pregenerator L , that is, the superimposition of a substitution and a cut-and-paste
process. This superimposition is well defined by assumptions (2.5) and (2.8). We denote
by P(X) the set of probability measures on X, by S the set of translation invariant
probability measures on X. For the superimposition we denote by I the set of invariant
probability measures.
Recall that (Definition I.1.9 in [Lig05]) ergodicity of a Markov process with values in
X = A Z means that there is exactly one invariant probability measure, denoted e.g.
by µ, and for each starting point, the law of the process converges to this invariant
probability measure.
This ergodic process is moreover exponentially ergodic ([Fer90], page 1526) if for any
bounded cylinder function f on X, there exist positive constants a1 = a1(f), a2 such
that for any initial probability measure ν, for any t > 0, we have∣∣∣∣∫ fd(vS(t))− ∫ fdµ∣∣∣∣ < a1e−a2t. (2.10)
The simplest ergodic substitution processes are the independent ones. As expected, the
superimposition of a cut-and-paste mechanism does not affect the ergodic properties
and the invariant probability measure of such processes. In this case, we do not need
assumption (2.6), and moreover s = 1 (see (2.4)).
Lemma 2.2. Assume that the rate function c(·) can be written as
c(x, a, η) = q(η(x), a), (2.11)
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where Q = (q(a, b))a,b∈A is the infinitesimal generator of an irreducible continuous-time
Markov chain on A with unique invariant probability measure pi. Then the process
(ηt)t>0 with generator L given by (2.9) is ergodic and its unique invariant probability
measure is the product measure pi⊗Z.
We omit the simple proof of this lemma. The examples of substitution processes we will
work with from now on are not independent ones, they will satisfy s > 1.
2.2 Examples of substitution models
In this section we first define our generic example, the RN+YpR model, that was
introduced and studied in [BGP08], to which we refer for biological motivation. According
to the values of its parameters, this mathematical model contains many known biological
situations: We define more and more particular cases of it, the models RNc+YpR,
T92+cpg, and JC+cpg.
2.2.1 The RN+YpR model
First, RN stands for Rzhetsky-Nei [RN95] and means that the 4×4 matrix of substitution
rates which characterize the independent evolution of the sites must satisfy 4 equalities,
summarized as follows: for every pair of neighboring nucleotides a and b 6= a, the
substitution rate from a to b may depend on a but only through the fact that a is
a purine (a or g, symbol R) or a pyrimidine (c or t, symbol Y ). For instance, the
substitution rates from c to a and from t to a must coincide, as well as from a and from
g to c, from c and from t to g, and finally from a and from g to t. The 4 remaining
rates, corresponding to purine-purine and to pyrimidine-pyrimidine substitutions, are
free. The matrix of substitution rates is given by

a t c g
a · vt vc wg
t va · wc vg
c va wt · vg
g wa vt vc ·
, with 0 6 va 6 wa for all a ∈ A .
Second, the influence mechanism is called YpR, which stands for the fact that one allows
any specific substitution rate between any two YpR dinucleotides (cg, ca, tg and ta)
for a total of 8 independent parameters. Hence, every dinucleotide cg moves to ca at
rate rca and to tg at rate r
g
t; every dinucleotide ta moves to ca at rate r
a
c and to tg
at rate rtg; every dinucleotide ca moves to cg at rate r
c
g and to ta at rate r
a
t; every
dinucleotide tg moves to cg at rate rgc and to ta at rate r
t
a. We have
S(a) = {−1, 0} and c(a, η) =

va if η(0) ∈ {c, t} = Y,
wa if η(0) = g and η(−1) /∈ {c, t},
wa + r
a
a if η(0) = g and η(−1) = a ∈ {c, t},
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S(t) = {0, 1} and c(t, η) =

vt if η(0) ∈ {a, g} = R,
wt if η(0) = c and η(1) /∈ {a, g},
wt + r
a
t if η(0) = c and η(1) = a ∈ {a, g},
S(c) = {0, 1} and c(c, η) =

vc if η(0) ∈ {a, g} = R,
wc if η(0) = t and η(1) /∈ {a, g},
wc + r
a
c if η(0) = t and η(1) = a ∈ {a, g},
S(g) = {−1, 0} and c(g, η) =

vg if η(0) ∈ {c, t} = Y,
wg if η(0) = a and η(−1) /∈ {c, t},
wg + r
a
g if η(0) = a and η(−1) = a ∈ {c, t}.
K = max
{
wa + r
b
a, wb + r
a
b : a ∈ Y, b ∈ R
}
, m = min
a∈A
va, and s = 2. (2.12)
We assume from now on that (2.6) is satisfied, that is mina∈A va > 0.
2.2.2 The RNc+YpR model
In this model, see [BGP08] page 79, the substitution rates respect the “strand comple-
mentarity of nucleotides”, so that the rates of YpR substitutions from cg to ca and to
tg coincide, from ta to ca and to tg coincide, from ca and from tg to cg coincide, from
ca and from tg to ta coincide. Therefore
wa = ww; va = vw ; r
t
a = ru; r
c
a = rw, (2.13)
wt = ww; vt = vw ; r
a
t = ru; r
g
t = rw, (2.14)
wc = ws; vc = vs ; r
a
c = rs; r
g
c = rv, (2.15)
wg = ws; vg = vs ; r
t
g = rs; r
c
g = rv. (2.16)
2.2.3 The T92+cpg model
This model adds neighboring effects to the classical T92 model developed by Tamura in
[Tam92], which consisted in an independent evolution of the sites. The values of the
above rates (2.13)–(2.16) for the T92+cpg model are, for some θ ∈ [0, 1],
wa = (1− θ)w; va = (1− θ)v ; rta = 0; rca = r, (2.17)
wt = (1− θ)w; vt = (1− θ)v ; rat = 0; rgt = r, (2.18)
wc = θw; vc = θv ; r
a
c = r
g
c = 0, (2.19)
wg = θw; vg = θv ; r
t
g = r
c
g = 0. (2.20)
2.2.4 The JC+cpg model
Again this model adds neighboring effects to the JC model (see Section 1). The values
of the above rates for the JC+cpg model correspond to the doubled values of the ones
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of the T92+cpg model for θ = 1/2:
wa = va = v ; r
t
a = 0; r
c
a = r, (2.21)
wt = vt = v ; r
a
t = 0; r
g
t = r, (2.22)
wc = vc = v ; r
a
c = r
g
c = 0, (2.23)
wg = vg = v ; r
t
g = r
c
g = 0. (2.24)
2.3 Ergodicity results for these substitution models with ad-
ditional cut-and-paste mechanism
Assuming that mina∈A va > 0 (that is, (2.6)), [BGP08] proved that the RN+YpR model,
and as a consequence the RNc+YpR, T92+cpg and JC+cpg models are ergodic for
all substitution rates. As pointed out in [BGP08, Theorem 6], considering only the
evolution of Y and R instead of the one of the four elements of A gives that the (only)
invariant probability measure is a product measure.
Our main results for these examples are the following.
Theorem 2.3. For any ρ > 0, the RN+YpR model with cut-and-paste mechanism is
exponentially ergodic (recall (2.10)) if
min
a∈A
va > 0 and max
(
Y ∪R) <∑
a∈A
va, (2.25)
where
Y = {raa ∨ rga − raa ∧ rga, raa ∧ rga : a ∈ Y }, (2.26)
R = {rcb ∨ rtb − rcb ∧ rtb , rcb ∧ rtb : b ∈ R}. (2.27)
If the second inequality in (2.25) is an equality, then the RN+YpR model with cut-and-
paste mechanism is ergodic.
We will prove Theorem 2.3 in Section 3.3, using the duality technique introduced and
developed in Subsections 3.1 and 3.2 for general substitution processes with cut-and-paste
mechanism. The next corollary is a direct application of Theorem 2.3.
Corollary 2.4. Assume that the rates of the RNc+YpR model (defined in (2.13)–(2.16))
satisfy
max
(
ru ∨ rw − ru ∧ rw, ru ∧ rw, rs ∨ rv − rs ∧ rv, rs ∧ rv
)
6 2(vs + vw). (2.28)
Then, for any ρ > 0, the RNc+YpR model with cut-and-paste mechanism is ergodic.
The attractiveness and coupling techniques will be introduced and developed in Subsec-
tion 4.1 for general substitution processes with cut-and-paste mechanism, and specialized
in Subsection 4.2 to the RN+YpR model. We will prove Theorem 2.5 in Section 4.2.
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Theorem 2.5. For any ρ > 0, we have the following.
(i) The T92+cpg model, and as a consequence the JC+cpg model, both with cut-and-
paste mechanism, are ergodic for all substitution rates.
(ii) Assume that the rates of the RNc+YpR model (defined in (2.13)–(2.16)) satisfy
attractiveness conditions, namely
either ru 6 rw; rs = rv = 0, (2.29)
or rs 6 rv; ru = rw = 0. (2.30)
Then, the RNc+YpR model with cut-and-paste mechanism is ergodic.
More precisely, we will derive various sets of conditions for the substitution rates of the
processes which imply ergodicity (Propositions 4.1, 4.9, 4.12), and we will apply them
to derive Theorem 2.5.
3 Ergodicity through generalized duality
The starting point of this approach is a graphical construction of the dynamics, using a
Harris representation [Har72], done in Section 5.1. To state our results in Section 3.2,
we have to introduce the necessary notation in Section 3.1.
3.1 Set-up
In the pregenerator L1 defined by (2.1), for each a ∈ A , write the substitution rate
c(a, η) depending on the finite set S(a) ⊂ Z as
c(a, η) =
∑
j∈J(a)
λj(a)1{η∈Aj(a)}, (3.1)
where λj+1(a) > λj(a) and Aj(a) are cylinder sets of X depending on Sj(a) ⊆ S(a) such
that the family {Aj(a)}j∈J(a) is a partition of X. Thus,∑
j∈J(a)
1{η∈Aj(a)} = 1. (3.2)
By convention, the first label in the set J(a) ⊂ N is 0. The number of elements of J(a)
is uniformly bounded by s|A |, where s was defined by (2.4). Indeed, since the rate c(a, η)
depends at most on s sites, there are at most s|A | different cylinder sets Aj(a). We set
λj(a) = λj(a)− λj−1(a) for j ∈ J(a) \ {0}, and λ0(a) = λ0(a), (3.3)
λ(a) = max
{
λj(a) : j ∈ J(a)
}− λ0(a) = λ|J(a)|−1 − λ0(a), (3.4)
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and
λ0 =
∑
a∈A
λ0(a). (3.5)
We first assume (2.6); then the latter quantity is positive since λ0(a) > m. Finally, set
λ = max
a∈A
max
j∈J(a)\{0}
λj(a). (3.6)
3.2 Results
Theorem 3.1. Assume (2.6) and that
(s− 1)λ < λ0. (3.7)
Then, for any ρ > 0, the process (ηt)t>0 with generator L given by (2.9) is exponentially
ergodic. If (s− 1)λ = λ0 then the process is ergodic.
Remark 3.2. (i) A stronger condition for exponential ergodicity than (3.7) is that
m,K, s (given by (2.2)–(2.4)) satisfy
m > 0 and (s− 1)(K −m) < |A |m. (3.8)
This last inequality is the natural extension of the one in [Fer90, Theorem 2.1], done for
a two-letter alphabet.
(ii) Condition (3.7) is a priori non trivial if s > 1 and |J(a)| > 1 for some a ∈ A .
Refinement of Theorem 3.1. Assume thatL1 can be decomposed as a sum of several
generators
L1 =
d∑
i=1
L (i)1 , with L
(i)
1 f(η) =
∑
x∈Z
∑
a∈A
c(i)(a, τxη)
[
f(ηxa)− f(η)
]
. (3.9)
For any i in {1, . . . , d}, define m(i), K(i), s(i) as in (2.2)–(2.4), replacing c(·, ·) by c(i)(·, ·),
defined through J (i)(a), λ
(i)
j (a), A
(i)
j (a) as in (3.1). In particular we have∑
j∈J(i)(a)
1{η∈A(i)j (a)}
= 1. (3.10)
Remark 3.3. Such a decomposition of the generator might be useful if, for some i in
{1, . . . , d}, the rate c(i)(·, ·) depends on less sites than the original rate c(·, ·), that is,
s(i) < s, or if s(i) = 1. See Theorem 3.4 below.
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As in (3.3), we set, for i in {1, . . . , d},
λ
(i)
j (a) = λ
(i)
j (a)− λ(i)j−1(a) for j ∈ J (i)(a) \ {0}, and λ
(i)
0 (a) = λ
(i)
0 (a), (3.11)
λ(i)(a) = max
{
λ
(i)
j (a) : j ∈ J (i)(a)
}− λ(i)0 (a) = λ(i)|J(i)(a)|−1 − λ(i)0 (a). (3.12)
We replace assumption (2.6) by
d∑
i=1
m(i) > 0, (3.13)
which can be true whereas for some i, m(i) = 0. According to (3.5), we would now define
λ
(i)
0 =
∑
a∈A λ
(i)
0 (a), but this quantity could be zero for some i in {1, . . . , d}. Therefore,
the right quantities to consider are
λ0,d(a) =
d∑
i=1
λ
(i)
0 (a) and λ0,d =
∑
a∈A
λ0,d(a), (3.14)
which are positive by (3.13) since λ0,d(a) >
∑d
i=1m
(i).
Finally, we set
λ
(i)
= max
a∈A
max
j∈J(i)(a)\{0}
λ
(i)
j (a). (3.15)
Then we have
Theorem 3.4. Assume (3.13) and that
d∑
i=1
(s(i) − 1)λ(i) < λ0,d. (3.16)
Then, for any ρ > 0, the process (ηt)t>0 with generator L given by (2.9) is exponentially
ergodic. If
∑d
i=1(s
(i) − 1)λ(i) = λ0,d then the process is ergodic.
Remark 3.5. (i) A stronger condition for exponential ergodicity than (3.16) is that
(K(i), s(i),m(i))di=1 satisfy
d∑
i=1
m(i) > 0 and
d∑
i=1
(s(i) − 1)(K(i) −m(i)) < |A |
d∑
i=1
m(i). (3.17)
As in Remark 3.2, this last inequality is a natural extension of the one in [Fer90, Theorem
2.2].
(ii) It is shown in [Fer90] in the case of a two-letter alphabet that (3.16) improves, even
without stirring, the usual “M < ε” condition for ergodicity.
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Table 1: Values of the quantities introduced in Section 2 for the RN+YpR model
a S(a) j ∈ J(a) Sj(a) Aj(a) λj(a) λj(a)
a {−1, 0} 0 {0} {η : η(0) ∈ Y } va va
1 {−1, 0} {η : η(−1)η(0) = bg, b ∈ R} wa wa − va
2 {−1, 0} {η : η(−1)η(0) = dg, d ∈ Y, rda = rca ∧ rta} wa + rda rda
3 {−1, 0} {η : η(−1)η(0) = eg, e ∈ Y, rea = rca ∨ rta} wa + rea rea − rda
t {0, 1} 0 {0} {η : η(0) ∈ R} vt vt
1 {0, 1} {η : η(0)η(1) = cb, b ∈ Y } wt wt − vt
2 {0, 1} {η : η(0)η(1) = cd, d ∈ R, rdt = rat ∧ rgt} wt + rdt rdt
3 {0, 1} {η : η(0)η(1) = ce, e ∈ R, ret = rat ∨ rgt} wt + ret ret − rdt
c {0, 1} 0 {0} {η : η(0) ∈ R} vc vc
1 {0, 1} {η : η(0)η(1) = tb, b ∈ Y } wc wc − vc
2 {0, 1} {η : η(0)η(1) = td, d ∈ R, rdc = rac ∧ rgc} wc + rdc rdc
3 {0, 1} {η : η(0)η(1) = te, e ∈ R, rec = rac ∨ rgc} wc + rec rec − rdc
g {−1, 0} 0 {0} {η : η(0) ∈ Y } vg vg
1 {−1, 0} {η : η(−1)η(0) = ba, b ∈ R} wg wg − vg
2 {−1, 0} {η : η(−1)η(0) = da, d ∈ Y, rdg = rcg ∧ rtg} wg + rdg rdg
3 {−1, 0} {η : η(−1)η(0) = ea, e ∈ Y, reg = rcg ∨ rtg} wg + reg reg − rdg
s = 2, λ = max
({wa − va : a ∈ A } ∪ Y ∪R), and λ0 = ∑a∈A va
3.3 Application to the RN+YpR model with cut-and-paste
mechanism
Proof. (of Theorem 2.3). This is an application of Theorem 3.4. The required notation
for the RN+YpR model are contained in Table 1 (which refers to Section 2.2.1). We
thus have that condition (3.7) is equivalent to (recall (2.26), (2.27))
min
a∈A
va > 0 and max
({wa − va : a ∈ A } ∪ Y ∪R) <∑
a∈A
va, (3.18)
while condition (3.8) is equivalent to
min
a∈A
va > 0 and max
{
wa + r
b
a, wb + r
a
b : a ∈ Y, b ∈ R
}−min
a∈A
va < 4 min
a∈A
va.
One can write L1 = L
(1)
1 +L
(2)
1 with the rates
c(1)(a, η) =
{
raa if η(0) = g and η(−1) = a ∈ {c, t},
0 else,
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c(1)(t, η) =
{
rat if η(0) = c and η(1) = a ∈ {a, g},
0 else,
c(1)(c, η) =
{
rac if η(0) = t and η(1) = a ∈ {a, g},
0 else,
c(1)(g, η) =
{
rag if η(0) = a and η(−1) = a ∈ {c, t}.
0 else,
and
c(2)(a, η) =
{
wa if {a, η(0)} = {a, g} or {a, η(0)} = {t, c},
va else.
(see the next two tables). As a consequence, we have
K(1) = max{rba, rab : a ∈ R, b ∈ Y }, m(1) = 0, s(1) = 2, (3.19)
K(2) = max
a∈A
wa, m
(2) = min
a∈A
va, s
(2) = 1. (3.20)
As claimed in Remark 3.3, we are in an interesting case because s(2) = 1 < s = 2.
a S(1)(a) j ∈ J (1)(a) A(1)j (a) λ(1)j (a) λ
(1)
j (a)
a {−1, 0} 0 {η : (η(−1), η(0)) /∈ Y × {g}} 0 0
1 {η : η(−1)η(0) = dg, d ∈ Y, rda = rca ∧ rta} rda rda
2 {η : η(−1)η(0) = eg, e ∈ Y, rea = rca ∨ rta} rea rea − rda
t {0, 1} 0 {η : (η(0), η(1)) /∈ {c} ×R} 0 0
1 {η : η(0)η(1) = cd, d ∈ R, rdt = rat ∧ rgt} rdt rdt
2 {η : η(0)η(1) = ce, e ∈ R, ret = rat ∨ rgt} ret ret − rdt
c {0, 1} 0 {η : (η(0), η(1)) /∈ {t} ×R} 0 0
1 {η : η(0)η(1) = td, d ∈ R, rdc = rac ∧ rgc} rdc rdc
2 {η : η(0)η(1) = te, e ∈ R, rec = rac ∨ rgc} rec rec − rdc
g {−1, 0} 0 {η : (η(−1), η(0)) /∈ Y × {a}} 0 0
1 {η : η(−1)η(0) = da, d ∈ Y, rdg = rcg ∧ rtg} rdg rdg
2 {η : η(−1)η(0) = ea, e ∈ Y, reg = rcg ∨ rtg} reg reg − rdg
s(1) = 2, λ
(1)
= max(Y ∪R), and λ(1)0 = 0
a S(2)(a) J (2)(a) A
(2)
j (a) λ
(2)
j (a) λ
(2)
j
a {0} 0 {η : η(0) 6= g} va va
1 {η : η(0) = g} wa wa − va
t {0} 0 {η : η(0) 6= c} vt vt
1 {η : η(0) = c} wt wt − vt
c {0} 0 {η : η(0) 6= t} vc vc
1 {η : η(0) = t} wc wc − vc
g {0} 0 {η : η(0) 6= a} vg vg
1 {η : η(0) = a} wg wg − vg
s(2) = 1, λ
(2)
=
∑
a∈A (wa − va), and λ
(2)
0 =
∑
a∈A va
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Condition (3.16) becomes (2.25). Note that since s(2) = 1, wa is not present in condi-
tion (2.25), which is thus weaker than condition (3.18), while condition (3.17) becomes
(recall (3.19)–(3.20))
min
a∈A
va > 0 and max{rba, rab : a ∈ R, b ∈ Y } < 4 min
a∈A
va. (3.21)
4 Ergodicity through attractiveness
In this section we present an alternative approach to ergodicity, based on the attractive-
ness of the process when it is present. For the sake of simplicity, we restrict ourselves to
the finite alphabet A = {a, c, g, t}. While our first result (in Section 4.1) is general,
the next ones (in Sections 4.2 and 4.3) depend on the specific dynamics of our generic
example, the RN+YpR model with cut-and-paste mechanism. The results stated in this
section are proved in Section 6.
4.1 Set-up and first result
We first recall the general set-up for attractiveness, relying on [Lig05]. It requires a total
order 6 on A which induces a partial order on X. Let us assume that such an order
has been defined for the 4 elements of A , that we write 1 < 2 < 3 < 4 for the moment.
Let η and ξ be two configurations of X. We say that η 6 ξ if for any x ∈ Z, we have
η(x) 6 ξ(x). We define M as the class of bounded monotone functions f on X, that is,
for all configurations η and ξ such that η 6 ξ, we have f(η) 6 f(ξ). The partial order
on X induces a stochastic order on P(X). For two elements µ and ν of P(X), we say
that µ  ν if, for any f ∈M , we have µ(f) 6 ν(f).
According to Theorem II.2.2 in [Lig05], for any Feller process on X with semigroup
{S(t) : t > 0}, the following two statements are equivalent.
(i) If f ∈M , then S(t)f ∈M , for any t > 0.
(ii) If µ 6 ν, then µS(t) 6 νS(t), for any t > 0.
A Feller process on X with semigroup {S(t) : t > 0} is said to be attractive if the
equivalent conditions above are satisfied.
An attractive process possesses two special extremal invariant probability measures,
the upper and the lower one, that is for us µl = limt→∞ δ1S(t) and µu = limt→∞ δ4S(t),
where δ1 (resp. δ4) denotes the Dirac measure on the configuration η such that η(x) = 1
(resp. η(x) = 4) for all x ∈ Z. Note that they are translation invariant, since the
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dynamics is translation invariant. They satisfy µl  µu and any invariant probability
measure µ is such that µl  µ  µu. The process is ergodic if and only if µl = µu.
To deal with our generic example, there are many possibilities to define an order on A .
We have to choose one order that will induce attractiveness of the dynamics. We thus
define the strict order < on A as
c < t < a < g (4.1)
that we use from now on. Other possible choices will be detailed in Section 4.3.
Proposition 4.1. Assume that a Feller process on X is attractive with respect to the
order in (4.1) and has translation invariant rates. If any invariant and translation
invariant probability measure µ satisfies
µ(η(0) = a) = µ(η(0) = t), (4.2)
µ(η(0) = c) = µ(η(0) = g), (4.3)
then the process is ergodic, that is, µl = µu.
Remark 4.2. (i) Conditions (4.2)–(4.3) imply that µ(Y ) = µ(R) = 1/2.
(ii) Proposition 4.1 can be extended to an alphabet of size 2n or 2n+ 1 for an integer
n > 1 as follows. Denoting A = {a1, a2, · · · , ak} with the order a1 < a2 < · · · < ak and
k ∈ {2n, 2n+ 1}, if we assume that any invariant and translation invariant probability
measure µ satisfies
µ(η(0) = ai) = µ(η(0) = ak−i) (4.4)
for all 1 6 i 6 n, then the process is ergodic.
4.2 The attractive RN+YpR model with cut-and-paste mech-
anism
The next proposition will enable to concentrate on substitution models to check attrac-
tiveness.
Proposition 4.3. Assume that the RN+YpR model is attractive. Then its superimpo-
sition with a cut-and-paste process is attractive as well.
Proposition 4.4. Assume that A is endowed with the order (4.1). Under the conditions
0 = rgc = r
a
c, (4.5)
rat 6 r
g
t, (4.6)
rta 6 rca, (4.7)
rcg = r
t
g = 0, (4.8)
the RN+YpR model is attractive.
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Remark 4.5. (i) The rates rba have to satisfy inequalities (see (4.6)–(4.7)), except the
ones corresponding to a transition to the biggest or to the smallest element of A (with
respect to the order (4.1)), that have to be 0 (see (4.5) and (4.8)).
(ii) When the transition probability p(., .) is nearest-neighbor, an application of Theorem
2.4 in [Bor11] gives that conditions (4.5)–(4.8) are also necessary for attractiveness.
The next lemma is an immediate application of Proposition 4.4.
Lemma 4.6. The T92+cpg model, hence also the JC+cpg model, are attractive.
In view of our next results, we compute the first moments of any translation invariant and
invariant probability measure for the RN+YpR model with cut-and-paste mechanism.
Proposition 4.7. Let µ ∈ I ∩S . It satisfies
µ(R) = µ(η(0) ∈ {a, g}) = vr
vy + vr
, (4.9)
µ(Y ) = µ(η(0) ∈ {c, t}) = vy
vy + vr
, (4.10)
and
µ(η(0) = a) =
va µ(Y ) + wa µ(R)− rr
wr + vy
, (4.11)
µ(η(0) = c) =
vc µ(R) + wc µ(Y )− ry
wy + vr
, (4.12)
µ(η(0) = g) =
vg µ(Y ) + wg µ(R) + rr
wr + vy
, (4.13)
µ(η(0) = t) =
vt µ(R) + wt µ(Y ) + ry
wy + vr
, (4.14)
where we abbreviated
vy = vt + vc ; vr = va + vg, (4.15)
wy = wt + wc ; wr = wa + wg, (4.16)
and
−ry = −ry(µ) =
∑
a∈R
racµ ((η(0), η(1)) = (t, a))
−
∑
a∈R
ratµ ((η(0), η(1)) = (c, a)) , (4.17)
−rr = −rr(µ) =
∑
a∈Y
raaµ ((η(−1), η(0)) = (a, g))
−
∑
a∈Y
ragµ ((η(−1), η(0)) = (a, a)) . (4.18)
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Remark 4.8. The values (4.9)–(4.14) were already computed in [BGP08, Proposition
14]: indeed since we consider first moments of a translation invariant probability measure
for a translation invariant dynamics, the cut-and-paste mechanism disappears from
our computations. However we cannot obtain two-points correlations as in [BGP08,
Proposition 15], since there the cut-and-paste mechanism is present in computations.
We can now prove part (i) of Theorem 2.5; the first part of (ii) will be proved later on,
thanks to Proposition 4.12.
Proof. (of Theorem 2.5, (i)). This is an application of Proposition 4.1: We have to
check that equalities (4.2)–(4.3) are satisfied for both examples. Since the JC+cpg
model is a particular case of the T92+cpg model, it is enough to consider the latter.
By Lemma 4.6 and Proposition 4.3, the T92+cpg model with cut-and-paste mechanism
is attractive. Then we compute, using that µ is translation invariant,
vy = vr = v ; wy = wr = w,
µ(Y ) = µ(R) = 1/2,
ry = rµ((η(0), η(1)) = (c, g)) = −rr = rµ((η(−1), η(0)) = (c, g)),
µ(η(0) = a) =
1− θ
2
+
ry
v + w
= µ(η(0) = t),
µ(η(0) = c) =
θ
2
+
rr
v + w
= µ(η(0) = g).
Thus (4.2)–(4.3) are satisfied for the T92+cpg model with cut-and-paste mechanism.
Thanks to Proposition 4.7, it is possible to relax the assumptions of Proposition 4.1 to
derive ergodicity:
Proposition 4.9. Assume that the RN+YpR model with cut-and-paste mechanism is
attractive with respect to the order in (4.1). If µl and µu satisfy either (4.2) or (4.3),
then the process is ergodic.
Remark 4.10. Under the assumption of Proposition 4.9, we may have µ(Y ) 6= µ(R),
where I = {µ}.
Another way to look for ergodicity is to investigate the monotone coupling measure ν of
two ordered probability measures µ1 and µ2. The probability measure ν on X ×X is a
monotone coupling measure of µ1 and µ2, if its marginals are µ1 and µ2, and it satisfies
ν((η, ξ) : η 6 ξ) = 1. (4.19)
Such a coupling exists by Strassen’s Theorem since µ1  µ2 (see [Lig05, Theorem II.2.4]).
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Proposition 4.11. Assume that A is endowed with the order (4.1). Let ν be a monotone
coupling measure of two translation invariant probability measures µ1 and µ2 such that
µ1  µ2, and which both satisfy (4.9)–(4.10). Then we have
ν((η(0), ξ(0)) ∈ {(c, g), (t, g), (c, a), (t, a)}) = 0. (4.20)
This proposition applies to the coupling measure ν of the lower and upper invariant
probability measures µl and µu, when the dynamics is attractive (with respect to the
order in (4.1)). Thus, proving that ν((η(0), ξ(0)) ∈ {(a, g), (c, t)}) = 0 would imply
ergodicity.
Proposition 4.12. Let ν be a monotone coupling measure of µl and µu when the process
is attractive with respect to the order in (4.1). Assume that the rates satisfy one of the
3 following conditions,
(a) rca = r
t
a;
(b) rgt = r
a
t;
(c)
(
(α) and (γ)
)
or (β) or (δ);
where
(α) (rgt − rat)− rca 6 0,
(β) 0 < (rgt − rat)− rca 6 vt + vc + wg + wa,
(γ) (rca − rta)− rgt 6 0,
(δ) 0 < (rca − rta)− rgt 6 wt + wc + vg + va.
Then we have
ν((η(0), ξ(0)) ∈ {(a, g), (c, t)}) = 0, (4.21)
hence the RN+YpR model with cut-and-paste mechanism is ergodic.
Remark 4.13. This proposition gives another proof of Theorem 2.5, (i), since the
T92+cpg model, hence the JC+cpg model, both with cut-and-paste mechanism, satisfy
also (α) and (γ) in the set (c) of conditions of Proposition 4.12.
4.3 Other order relations for the RN+YpR model with cut-
and-paste mechanism
We chose the order (4.1) on A , that gave relations on the rates rba for attractiveness, and
eventually ergodicity. In Theorem 2.5 we saw that those relations gave attractiveness and
ergodicity for the JC+cpg, T92+cpg, and some RNc+YpR models with cut-and-paste
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mechanism. Are there other possible orders on A that would give attractiveness of the
RN+YpR model? There are a priori 24 possibilities.
In what follows, we refer to the proof of Proposition 4.4, done in Section 6. There, we
detail the coupling transitions starting from two ordered configurations (with respect
to the order (4.1)), and forbid transitions that would break this order between the
configurations. Going to the coupling tables in this proof, we see that we cannot take
an order relation that would ‘separate’ the values in Y and R : Let us try for instance
c < a < t < g; then we cannot forbid the transition from (c, a) to (t, a). This fact
forbids 16 possibilities of order.
Then, once we do not separate the values in Y and R, we are left with the following 8
possibilities,
(O1) c < t < a < g,
(O2) g < a < t < c,
(O3) t < c < a < g,
(O4) t < c < g < a,
(O5) c < t < g < a,
(O6) a < g < c < t,
(O7) a < g < t < c,
(O8) g < a < c < t,
with the attractiveness conditions they induce, by proceeding as in Proposition 4.4 and
doing the ad-hoc permutations. Indeed, there we worked with the order (4.1), that we
now denote as order (O1); if we write it as 1 < 2 < 3 < 4, the attractiveness conditions
(4.5)–(4.8) are written
0 = r31 = r
4
1, (4.22)
r32 6 r42, (4.23)
r13 > r23, (4.24)
r14 = r
2
4 = 0, (4.25)
and the conditions in Proposition 4.12 become
(a˜) r13 = r
2
3 ; (˜b) r
4
2 = r
3
2 ; (c˜)
(
(α˜) and (γ˜)
)
or (β˜) or (δ˜); (4.26)
where
(α˜) (r42 − r32)− r13 6 0, (4.27)
(β˜) 0 < (r42 − r32)− r13 6 v2 + v1 + w4 + w3, (4.28)
(γ˜) (r13 − r23)− r43 6 0, (4.29)
(δ˜) 0 < (r13 − r23)− r43 6 w2 + w1 + v4 + v3. (4.30)
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If we take also into account the constraint that we want to keep the result for the JC+cpg
and T92+cpg models with cut-and-paste mechanism, then, among the 7 possibilities
after (O1), only one is possible, which is (O2), that is, g < a < t < c.
But the other orders enable to deal with other dynamics, for instance the RNc+YpR
model with cut-and-paste mechanism, for which we can now derive attractiveness
conditions then prove Theorem 2.5, (ii).
Lemma 4.14. The RNc+YpR model is attractive if its rates satisfy either (2.29) or
(2.30).
Proof. We have to check conditions (4.22)–(4.25) respectively for the orders (O1) to
(O8): The orders (O1) and (O2) yield (2.29), the orders (O4) and (O6) yield (2.30),
while the other orders yield a trivial case, where all the rates are equal to 0.
Proof. (of Theorem 2.5, (ii)). The two possible sets of rates of the attractive RNc+YpR
model with cut-and-paste mechanism (that is (2.29) or (2.30), see Lemma 4.14) satisfy
(α˜) and (γ˜) in the set (c˜) of the above conditions (4.26), for the respective orders (O1)
and (O4).
5 Proofs through generalized duality
To prove Theorems 3.1 and 3.4 we proceed as follows: In Section 5.1, we provide a
graphical construction of the process, which yields a generalized dual of the process.
Then this dual is dominated by a branching process, for which we derive a condition for
extinction. This one implies exponential ergodicity of the process; see Section 5.2.
Although our proofs are quite similar in spirit to those of [Fer90], we chose to give
details for the sake of completeness, and to highlight the places were they are different.
5.1 Graphical constructions and dual process
We adapt to our context the graphical constructions of [Fer90]. We start in section 5.1.1
with the substitution process in our two different cases: either the minimal substitution
rate is positive, or the pregeneratorL1 is decomposed in a sum of pregenerators. Then, in
Section 5.1.2 we provide the graphical construction of the cut-and-paste process. Finally,
in Section 5.1.3 we construct a (generalized) dual process (that is, a non-Markovian
dynamics) for the process with pregenerator L .
5.1.1 Graphical construction of the process with pregenerator L1
• Under Assumption (2.6): the minimal substitution rate is positive
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Recall the decomposition (3.1) of the rate function c(·, ·) introduced in Section 3.1 and
the notations there. For x ∈ Z, a ∈ A , j ∈ J(a), let
Aj(x, a) = τ
−1
x Aj(a) (5.1)
i.e. η ∈ Aj(x, a) if and only if τxη ∈ Aj(a). First injecting (3.1) in (2.1), then using
(3.2) yields a rewriting of the pregenerator L1 as
L1f(η) =
∑
x∈Z
∑
a∈A
∑
j∈J(a)\{0}
λj(a)
∑
`>j
1{η∈A`(x,a)} [f(η
x
a)− f(η)]
+
∑
x∈Z
∑
a∈A
λ0(a)
∑
`>0
1{η∈A`(x,a)} [f(η
x
a)− f(η)]
= L b,11 f(η) +L
n,1
1 f(η) (5.2)
where
L b,11 f(η) =
∑
x∈Z
∑
a∈A
∑
j∈J(a)\{0}
λj(a)
∑
`>j
1{η∈A`(x,a)}
[
f(ηxa)− f(η)
]
(5.3)
L n,11 f(η) =
∑
x∈Z
λ0
∑
a∈A
λ0(a)
λ0
[f(ηxa)− f(η)] . (5.4)
For the branching process, L b,11 will induce the births, while L
n,1
1 corresponds to a
“noise” part that will induce the deaths. Note that, contrary to [Fer90], our rates for
this noise part are not uniform (this is why we will get a better r.h.s. in (3.7) than in
(3.8), as it will be explained in the proof of Remark 3.2).
We now define, on the graphical representation, marks (j, a) and (δ, a) (for a ∈ A , j ∈
J(a) \ {0}) that will induce respectively births and deaths in the branching process.
The corresponding families of random variables are all mutually independent.
Let M = {(Mu(x, a), u > 0) : x ∈ Z, a ∈ A } be a family of independent Poisson point
processes (PPPs) such that the rate of (Mu(x, a), u > 0) is λ(a) defined in (3.4).
Let U = {(Un(x, a), n > 0) : x ∈ Z, a ∈ A } be a family of independent random
variables, all uniformly distributed on [0, 1]. The n-th occurrence of (Mu(x, a), u > 0) is
marked (j, a) with j ∈ J(a) \ {0} if
λj−1(a)− λ0(a)
λ(a)
< Un(x, a) <
λj(a)− λ0(a)
λ(a)
.
Thus the (j, a) marks are distributed according to a PPP with rate λj(a).
Let M0 = {(M0u(x), u > 0) : x ∈ Z} be a family of independent PPPs such that the
rate of (M0u(x), u > 0) is λ0 defined by (3.5). Let U 0 = {(U0n(x), n > 0) : x ∈ Z} be a
family of independent discrete random variables with values in A such that
P(U0n(x) = a) =
λ0(a)
λ0
. (5.5)
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The n-th occurrence of (M0u(x), u > 0) is marked (δ, a) if U0n(x) = a.
The evolution of the process (ηt)t>0 is now determined by this graphical representation
as follows. Let ω ∈ Ω be a configuration of the marked PPPs. Fix a site x ∈ Z and a
time t > 0, and let 0 < T1 6 · · · 6 Td−1 < t be the times of the successive marks present
at site x in the time interval [0, t]. Set T0 = 0 and Td = t. Then we define ηs(x) = ηTi(x),
for s ∈ [Ti, Ti+1), i < d, where ηTi(x) is constructed with the following recipe.
Suppose that the configuration at time T−i is ηT−i . By definition of Ti, a mark of ω is
present at site x at time Ti. There are two possibilities:
1(a). A (j, a)-mark with j ∈ J(a) \ {0}. If the configuration ηT−i belongs to at least
one of the sets A`(x, a) with ` > j, then substitute the letter at x by a, so that
ηTi = (ηT−i )
x
a. Otherwise, nothing happens.
1(b). A (δ, a)-mark. Substitute the letter at x by a, so that ηTi = (ηT−i )
x
a. Note that
this substitution is independent of ηT−i , whence the term “noise” for L
n,1
1 .
The fact that this recipe produces the desired substitution rates c(·, ·) comes from the
rewriting (5.2) of (2.1), and the thinning property of Poisson processes. Moreover a
percolation argument (see e.g. [Dur93], Section 2) implies that only a finite (random)
number of sites influence the evolution of a fixed site, hence the previous description
yields a well-defined dynamics.
• Under Assumptions (3.9) and (3.13): decomposition of the pregenerator as
a sum
Recall the decomposition of the rate functions c(i)(·, ·) introduced in Section 3.2 and the
notations there. Proceeding as for (5.2) gives a rewriting of the pregenerators L (i)1 and
L1 as
L (i)1 f(η) =
∑
x∈Z
∑
a∈A
∑
j∈J(i)(a)\{0}
λ
(i)
j (a)
∑
`>j
1{η∈A(i)` (x,a)}
[
f(ηxa)− f(η)
]
+
∑
x∈Z
∑
a∈A
λ
(i)
0 (a)
∑
`>0
1{η∈A(i)` (x,a)}
[
f(ηxa)− f(η)
]
L1f(η) = L
b,2
1 f(η) +L
n,2
1 f(η) (5.6)
where
L b,21 f(η) =
d∑
i=1
∑
x∈Z
∑
a∈A
∑
j∈J(i)(a)\{0}
λ
(i)
j (a)
∑
`>j
1{η∈A(i)` (x,a)}
[
f(ηxa)− f(η)
]
(5.7)
L n,21 f(η) =
∑
x∈Z
λ0,d
∑
a∈A
λ0,d(a)
λ0,d
[f(ηxa)− f(η)] . (5.8)
and, as in (5.1), for x ∈ Z, a ∈ A , j ∈ J (i)(a), η ∈ A(i)j (x, a) if and only if τxη ∈ A(i)j (a).
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Let M(i) = {(M (i)u (x, a), u > 0) : x ∈ Z, a ∈ A } be a family of independent PPPs such
that the rate of (M
(i)
u (x, a), u > 0) is λ(i)(a) (see (3.12)). Let U (i) = {(U (i)n (x, a), n > 0) :
x ∈ Z, a ∈ A } be a family of independent random variables, all with uniform law on [0, 1].
The n-th occurrence of (M
(i)
u (x, a), u > 0) is marked (j, a, i) with j ∈ J (i)(a) \ {0} if
λ
(i)
j−1(a)− λ(i)0 (a)
λ(i)(a)
< U (i)n (a) <
λ
(i)
j (a)− λ(i)0 (a)
λ(i)(a)
.
Thus the (j, a, i) marks are distributed according to a PPP with rate λ
(i)
j (a).
Let M0,d = {(M0,du (x), u > 0) : x ∈ Z} be a family of independent PPPs such that the
rate of (M0,du (x), u > 0) is λ0,d defined by (3.14). Let U 0,d = {(U0,dn (x), n > 0) : x ∈ Z}
be a family of independent discrete random variables with values in A such that
P(U0,dn (x) = a) =
λ0,d(a)
λ0,d
. (5.9)
The n-th occurrence of (M0,du (x), u > 0) is marked (δ, a) if U0,dn (x) = a.
Let ω ∈ Ω be a configuration of the marked PPPs. Fix a site x ∈ Z and a time t > 0,
and let 0 < T1 6 · · · 6 Td−1 < t be the times of the successive marks present at site x
in the time interval [0, t]. Set T0 = 0 and Td = t. Then we define ηs(x) = ηTi(x), for
s ∈ [Ti, Ti+1) where ηTi(x) is constructed with the following recipe.
Suppose that the configuration at time T−i is ηT−i . By definition of Ti, a mark of ω is
present at site x at time Ti. There are two possibilities:
1(a). A (j, a, i)-mark with j ∈ J (i)(a) \ {0}. If the configuration ηT−i belongs to at least
one of the sets A
(i)
` (x, a) with ` > j, then substitute the letter at x by a, so that
ηTi = (ηT−i )
x
a. Otherwise, nothing happens.
1(b). A (δ, a)-mark. Substitute the letter at x by a, so that ηTi = (ηT−i )
x
a.
5.1.2 Graphical construction of the process with pregenerator L2
Once again, we use a Harris graphical construction based on a family of independent
PPPs indexed by Z × Z; it is adapted from [AFS04] (which deals with an exclusion
process). A Borel-Cantelli argument shows that only a finite number of Poisson processes
are involved in the computation of the evolution of a site x until a fixed time t.
Let N = {(Nu(x, y), u > 0) : (x, y) ∈ Z} be a family of independent PPPs such that
the rate of the process indexed by (x, y) is p(x, y). At each of its arrival times and each
site z such that x 6 z 6 y (or y 6 z 6 x if x > y), we put a mark (, x, y).
Let ω ∈ Ω be a configuration of the marked PPP. Fix a site z ∈ Z and a time t > 0,
and let 0 < T1 6 · · · 6 Td−1 < t be the times of the successive marks present at site z
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in the time interval [0, t]. Set T0 = 0 and Td = t. Then we define ηu(x) = ηTi(x), for
u ∈ [Ti, Ti+1) where ηTi(x) is constructed with the following recipe.
Suppose that the configuration at time T−i is ηT−i . By definition of Ti, a mark (, x, y)
of ω is present at site z at time Ti. There are two possibilities:
2(a). x < y. In this case, the contents of sites x, x + 1, . . . , y are right circularly
permuted so that ηTi = σx,y(ηT−i ).
2(b). x > y. In this case, the contents of sites y, y+1, . . . , x are left circularly permuted
so that ηTi = σx,y(ηT−i ).
This recipe produces the desired cut-and-paste rates given by p(., .).
On Figure 3, given a configuration ω of marked PPPs, one can see the evolution of sites
1 to 5.
Time
axis
1 2 3 4 5
(,1,4) (,1,4) (,1,4) (,1,4)
(,5,3) (,5,3) (,5,3)
Time
axis
1 2 3 4 5
(,1,4) (,1,4) (,1,4) (,1,4)
(,5,3) (,5,3) (,5,3)
Time
axis
1 2 3 4 5
(,1,4) (,1,4) (,1,4) (,1,4)
(,5,3) (,5,3) (,5,3)
Time
axis
1 2 3 4 5
(,1,4) (,1,4) (,1,4) (,1,4)
(,5,3) (,5,3) (,5,3)
Figure 3: Evolution of the sites 1 to 5 under pregenerator L2 given a realization of the
marked PPPs. It should be read by line from the left to the right. Here, stands for a,
for t, for c and for g.
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5.1.3 Construction of the dual process
Thanks to the constructions provided in Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2, to have a graphical
representation of the process with pregenerator L , it suffices to multiply the rates of
N by ρ, and to assume that M, M0, U , U 0 and N , are mutually independent.
Now, we turn to the construction of the generalized dual process of L . It is a marked
branching structure constructed on the space Z× [0,+∞).
Fix a finite set of sites D ⊂ Z and a time t. Suppose that for the time interval [0, t],
we have a realization ω of the marked PPPs described above. We reverse the time
direction calling û = t− u and we construct a space-time branching structure contained
in Z× [0̂, t̂] with base (D, 0̂) and top (Dt̂, t̂). We proceed by induction with the following
recipe.
Suppose that the spatial projection of the structure at time û is Dû. Let T̂ be the first
Poisson mark after û involving some site of Dû. There are the following possibilities.
1(a). A (j, a)-mark involving site x ∈ DT̂− with j ∈ J(a) \ {0}. In this case, the
point (x, T̂ ) is marked (j, a) and the set DT̂ will be DT̂− ∪
(⋃
`>j S`(x, a)
)
, where
S`(x, a) = τ
−1
x S`(a).
1(b). A (δ, a)-mark involving site x ∈ DT̂− . In this case, the point (x, T̂ ) is marked (δ, a)
and the set DT̂ will be DT̂− \ {x}.
2(a). A (, y, z)-mark involving x ∈ DT̂− with y < z. In this case, all the points of
DT̂ ∩ [y, z]× {T} are marked with (, y, z) and the set DT̂ will be σ−1y,z(DT̂−) =
σz,y(DT̂−).
2(b). A (, y, z)-mark involving x ∈ DT̂− with y > z. In this case, all the points of
DT̂ ∩ [z, y]× {T} are marked with (, y, z) and the set DT̂ will be σ−1z,y(DT̂−) =
σy,z(DT̂−).
According to this construction, for each finite set D and time t, we are defining a map
from the probability space (Ω,F ,P) into the space of all possible marked branching
structures on Z× [0̂, t̂],
D̂D
[0̂,t̂]
: (ω, t) 7→ (N, (t̂k, xk, yk, zk, jk, Dk), k = 1, . . . , N) , (5.10)
where
• N is the number of marks in the interval [0̂, t̂],
• t̂k is the time of the occurrence of the kth mark,
• xk is one site involved with the kth mark,
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• yk and zk are the boundaries of the sites involved with the kth mark, if this mark
is a circle arrow mark (if not yk = zk = xk),
• jk is the type of the kth mark (δ, (j, a), or ),
• Dk is the set of sites in the spatial projection of the structure between times t̂k
and t̂k+1.
Note that there are no ambiguities if at least two sites x, x′ ∈ DT̂− are involved in the
same circle arrow mark (, y, z) with y < z. Indeed in both cases, the same set of points
are marked with (, y, z) and the set DT̂ will be σ−1y,z(DT̂−). It is similar with a circle
arrow mark (, y, z) with y > z.
One can check that if D and D′ are finite sets of sites such that D ⊂ D′, then the
marked branching structure
D̂D
[0̂,t̂]
(ω, t) =
(
N, (t̂k, xk, yk, zk, jk, Dk), k = 1, . . . , N
)
is a subset of the marked branching structure
D̂D
′
[0̂,t̂]
(ω, t) =
(
N ′, (t̂′k, x
′
k, y
′
k, z
′
k, j
′
k, D
′
k), k = 1, . . . , N
′) ,
in the sense that N 6 N ′, and for any k in {1, . . . , N}, there exists r(k) in {1, . . . , N ′}
such that
(t̂k, xk, yk, zk, jk) = (t̂
′
r(k), x
′
r(k), y
′
r(k), z
′
r(k), j
′
r(k)) and Dk ⊂ D′r(k).
The central idea of the construction is exactly the same as in [Fer90]: when we go back
in time and the generalized dual process meets a (δ, a)-mark at site x, it is not necessary
to go further to know the value of η(x), because it is determined at that point by an
independent random variable.
5.2 Proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.4, and of Remarks 3.2(i)
and 3.5(i)
Proof. (of Theorem 3.1). The proof is adapted from [Fer90]. If the spatial projection
of the dual structure started at time t = 0̂ is empty at time 0 = t̂, that is, DD
t̂
= ∅,
then ηt(D) does not depend on η0 = η. This implies that a sufficient condition for the
exponential ergodicity of the process is that, for all finite set D, there exists positive
constants α1, α2 such that
P(DD
t̂
= ∅) 6 α1|D|e−tα2 . (5.11)
Hence, we are interested in the evolution of the cardinal of DDû . Since the marks coming
from the cut-and-paste process do not change the cardinal of DDû along time, they are
not involved in the following.
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The process |DDû | can be dominated by a branching process Z |D|u ∈ N, that is, |DDû | 6 Z |D|u
for all u with probability one. This branching process is defined as follows. At rate
λ + λ0 (defined in (3.6) and (3.5)) each branch dies and is replaced by either s new
branches with probability λ/(λ+ λ0) or 0 new branches with probability λ0/(λ+ λ0).
Indeed, in the generalized dual process presented in Section 5.1.3, a site x is removed from
DDû at time T̂ when a (δ, a)-mark appears at (x, T̂ ). The (δ, a)-marks are distributed
according to a PPP with rate λ0(a). Therefore, the total rate at which site x is removed
from DDû is
∑
a∈A λ0(a) = λ0. Hence in the dominating branching process, a branch
dies at rate λ0.
Now, we focus on the apparition of new branches. In the generalized dual process,
when a (j, a)-mark appears at (x, T̂ ), a maximum number of |⋃`>j Sj(x, a)| = sj(a)
sites might be added to DDû . This happens at rate λj(a). Therefore for the dominating
branching process, we use the bounds λj(a) 6 λ and sj(a) 6 s, so that a branch is
replaced by s branches at rate λ.
The initial state of the branching process is Z
|D|
0 = |D|. A sufficient condition for (5.11)
is that the average number of branches created at each branching is less than 1. This
happens when
sλ
λ+ λ0
< 1. (5.12)
Proof. (of Theorem 3.4). The construction in this case of the generalized dual process
follows the line of construction in Section 5.1.3, except that one should replace 1(a) by
1(a). A (j, a, i)-mark involving site x ∈ DT̂− with j ∈ J (i)(x, a) \ {0}. In this case,
the point (x, T̂ ) is marked (j, a, i) and the set DT̂ will be DT̂− ∪ S(i)(x, a), where
S(i)(x, a) = τ−1x S
(i)(a).
To prove (3.7) in Theorem 3.1, we said that a branch in the dominating branching
process dies and is either replaced by s or 0 branches. To prove here (3.16) we say that
a branch in the dominating branching process dies at rate Θ = λ0,d +
∑d
i=1 λ
(i)
(recall
(3.14) and (3.15)), and is either replaced by s(1), . . . , s(d) or 0 branches at respective
rates λ
(1)
/Θ, . . . , λ
(d)
/Θ and λ0,d/Θ.
A sufficient condition for (5.11) is now
d∑
i=1
s(i)λ
(i)
Θ
< 1, (5.13)
which is equivalent to (3.16).
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Proof. (of Remarks 3.2(i) and 3.5(i)). To recover analogous results to Theorems 2.1 and
2.2 in [Fer90] requires two main changes in the steps to prove Theorems 3.1 and 3.4: We
have to take a ‘uniform noise’ when rewriting the generator L1, then to take a different
bound to define the birth rates of the branching process. We define the quantities we
have to modify with an upper index F (we keep the other ones unchanged), and consider
in parallel the two results.
We have to replace the definitions of λ0(a) in (3.3), and of λ
(i)
0 (a) in (3.11), by
λ
F
0 (a) = λ0(a)−m, λ
(i),F
0 (a) = λ
(i)
0 (a)−m(i), (5.14)
the one of λ(a) in (3.4), and of λ(i)(a) in (3.12), by
λF(a) = max
{
λj(a) : j ∈ J(a)
}−m = λ|J(a)|−1 −m, (5.15)
λ(i),F(a) = max
{
λ
(i)
j (a) : j ∈ J (i)(a)
}−m(i) = λ(i)|J(i)(a)|−1 −m(i); (5.16)
also take, instead of (3.5) and of (3.14),
λ
F
0 = |A |m, λ
F
0,d = |A |
d∑
i=1
m(i), (5.17)
and, instead of (3.6) and of (3.15),
λ
F
= max
a∈A
(
λ
F
0 (a) +
∑
j∈J(a)\{0}
λj(a)
)
= max
a∈A
λF(a) = K −m, (5.18)
λ
(i),F
= max
a∈A
(
λ
(i),F
0 (a) +
∑
j∈J(i)(a)\{0}
λ
(i)
j (a)
)
= max
a∈A
λ(i),F(a) = K(i) −m(i).(5.19)
Then, instead of (5.2) and of (5.6), rewrite the pregenerator L1 as
L1f(η) =
∑
x∈Z
∑
a∈A
∑
j∈J(a)\{0}
λj(a)
∑
`>j
1{η∈A`(x,a)}
[
f(ηxa)− f(η)
]
+
∑
x∈Z
∑
a∈A
λ
F
0 (a)
∑
`>0
1{η∈A`(x,a)}
[
f(ηxa)− f(η)
]
+
∑
x∈Z
λ
F
0
∑
a∈A
1
|A | [f(η
x
a)− f(η)] . (5.20)
and
L1f(η) =
d∑
i=1
∑
x∈Z
∑
a∈A
∑
j∈J(i)(a)\{0}
λ
(i)
j (a)
∑
`>j
1{η∈A(i)` (x,a)}
[
f(ηxa)− f(η)
]
+
d∑
i=1
∑
x∈Z
∑
a∈A
λ
(i),F
0 (a)
∑
`>0
1{η∈A(i)` (x,a)}
[
f(ηxa)− f(η)
]
+
∑
x∈Z
λ
F
0,d
∑
a∈A
1
|A | [f(η
x
a)− f(η)] . (5.21)
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In the graphical construction, replace the definitions (5.5) and (5.9) by
P(U0,Fn (x) = a) =
1
|A | ; P(U
0,d,F
n (x) = a) =
1
|A | , (5.22)
so that these discrete random variables become uniform. Finally, the conditions for
extinction (5.12) and (5.13) become
sλ
F
λ
F
+ λ
F
0
< 1,
∑d
i=1 s
(i)λ
(i),F
λ
F
0,d +
∑d
i=1 λ
(i),F
< 1. (5.23)
6 Proofs through attractiveness
Proof. (of Proposition 4.1). The upper and lower invariant probability measures are
µl = limt→∞ δcS(t) and µu = limt→∞ δgS(t), where δc (resp. δg) denotes the Dirac
measure on the configuration η such that η(x) = c (resp. η(x) = g) for all x ∈ Z. They
are translation invariant. To prove ergodicity, we have to show that µl = µu.
• Step 1: We derive consequences of attractiveness.
Note that the functions φ(η) = 1{η(0)>g} and ϕ(η) = 1{η(0)>c} belong to M , and since c
and g are respectively the smallest and largest elements of A with respect to the order
(4.1), we have φ(η) = 1{η(0)=g} and ϕ(η) = 1− 1{η(0=c}, hence
µl(η(0) = g) 6 µu(η(0) = g) and µu(η(0) = c) 6 µl(η(0) = c). (6.1)
Similarly, the function ψ(η) = 1{η(0)>t} belongs toM , and, by the order (4.1), it satisfies
ψ(η) = 1{η(0)=a} + 1{η(0)=g} = 1− 1{η(0)=c} − 1{η(0)=t}. We thus have that
µl(η(0) = a) + µl(η(0) = g) 6 µu(η(0) = a) + µu(η(0) = g), (6.2)
µl(η(0) = c) + µl(η(0) = t) > µu(η(0) = c) + µu(η(0) = t). (6.3)
• Step 2: We take into account the assumptions on the rates.
Combining (6.1) with (4.3) implies
µl(η(0) = c) = µu(η(0) = c) = µl(η(0) = g) = µu(η(0) = g). (6.4)
Then combining (6.4) first with (6.2), and then with (6.3) yields
µl(η(0) = a) 6 µu(η(0) = a), (6.5)
µl(η(0) = t) > µu(η(0) = t). (6.6)
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Finally, combining (6.5)–(6.6) with (4.2) implies
µl(η(0) = t) = µu(η(0) = t) = µl(η(0) = a) = µu(η(0) = a). (6.7)
• Step 3: We now proceed in the same spirit as in Corollary II.2.8 in [Lig05]. Let ν be
a monotone coupling measure of µl and µu. It thus has to satisfy
ν((η, ξ) : η(0) 6= ξ(0)) = ν((η(0), ξ(0)) ∈ {(c, t), (c, a), (c, g), (t, a), (t, g), (a, g)}),
(6.8)
so that by (6.4),
ν((η, ξ) : η(0) = ξ(0) = g) = µl(η(0) = g) = µu(ξ(0) = g), (6.9)
ν((η, ξ) : η(0) = ξ(0) = c) = µu(ξ(0) = c) = µl(η(0) = c). (6.10)
By (6.8), (6.9) and (6.10), and because c and g are respectively the smallest and largest
elements of A with respect to the order (4.1),
ν((η, ξ) : η(0) 6= g, ξ(0) = g) = ν((η(0), ξ(0)) ∈ {(c, g), (t, g), (a, g)})
= µu(ξ(0) = g)− ν(η(0) = ξ(0) = g) = 0, (6.11)
ν((η, ξ) : η(0) = c, ξ(0) 6= c) = ν((η(0), ξ(0)) ∈ {(c, t), (c, a), (c, g)})
= µl(η(0) = c)− ν(η(0) = ξ(0) = c) = 0, (6.12)
so that, using also again (6.8) with respectively (6.12) and (6.11), we obtain,
ν((η, ξ) : η(0) 6= a, ξ(0) = a) = ν((η(0), ξ(0)) ∈ {(c, a), (t, a)})
= 0 + ν(η(0) = t, ξ(0) = a), (6.13)
ν((η, ξ) : η(0) = a, ξ(0) 6= a) = ν((η(0), ξ(0)) = (a, g)) = 0. (6.14)
Since we also have
ν((η, ξ) : η(0) 6= a, ξ(0) = a) = µu(ξ(0) = a)− ν(η(0) = ξ(0) = a), (6.15)
ν((η, ξ) : η(0) = a, ξ(0) 6= a) = µl(η(0) = a)− ν(η(0) = ξ(0) = a), (6.16)
combining (6.13), (6.14) with (6.7) implies that
ν(η(0) = t, ξ(0) = a) = 0. (6.17)
Note that all the possible cases on the r.h.s. of (6.8) have probability 0: (c, g), (t, g), (a, g)
by (6.11), (c, t), (c, a) by (6.12), (t, a) by (6.17). We conclude that
ν((η, ξ) : η(0) 6= ξ(0)) = 0,
hence µl = µu.
• Monotonicity of the RN+YpR model, and of the RN+YpR model with
cut-and-paste mechanism
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Proof. (of Proposition 4.3). We denote byL1 the pregenerator of the monotone coupled
dynamics for the RN+YpR substitution process (which exists by our assumption). Let
similarly L 2 denote the pregenerator of the coupled cut-and-paste dynamics through
basic coupling, that is, the same transition takes place for both copies of the process: it
is defined by, for a cylinder function g on X ×X,
L 2g(η, ξ) =
∑
x,y∈Z
p(x, y)
[
g(σx,y(η), σx,y(ξ))− g(η, ξ)
]
. (6.18)
This coupled dynamics is monotone, since a transition does not change the way in which
the values of the two processes on each site are coupled. For the complete dynamics (that
is the RN+YpR model with cut-and-paste mechanism) we consider the combination of
both couplings, that is the pregenerator
L g = L 1g + ρL 2g. (6.19)
Being the sum of two pregenerators of attractive dynamics, it yields also an attractive
dynamics. We denote by (S(t), t > 0) its semi-group.
Proof. (of Proposition 4.4). To derive attractiveness, we construct a coupled dynamics
(ηt, ξt)t>0 starting from ordered configurations η0 6 ξ0, through basic coupling. Then we
find conditions on the rates prohibiting the coupled transitions breaking the increasing
order between coupled configurations. We will denote by L 1 the induced coupled
generator (its existence was assumed in Proposition 4.3). Similarly with (2.1), this
generator is defined on a cylinder function f on X ×X by
L 1f(η, ξ) =
∑
x∈Z
∑
(a,b)∈A×A
c((a, b), τx(η, ξ))
[
f(ηxa , ξ
x
b )− f(η, ξ)
]
. (6.20)
We now define the coupled rates c((a, b), τx(η, ξ)) for the transitions (η, ξ)→ (ηxa , ξxb ).
By translation invariance of the dynamics, it is enough to look at site 0. Thus we write
the coupled transitions and their rates (according to basic coupling) in the following 3
tables. There, we indicate with the symbol (∗) the coupled transitions to be forbidden
for attractiveness; we derive after each table the corresponding sufficient conditions that
these forbidden interactions induce.
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We rely on the rates given in Table 1 for the RN+YpR model.
Transition Rate
(c, c) → (a, a) va
→ (g, g) vg
→ (t, t) min{c(t, η), c(t, ξ)}
→ (c, t) c(t, ξ)−min{c(t, η), c(t, ξ)}
→ (t, c) (∗) c(t, η)−min{c(t, η), c(t, ξ)}
(c, t) → (a, a) va
→ (g, g) vg
→ (t, t) c(t, η)
→ (c, c) c(c, ξ)
(c, a) → (a, a) va
→ (t, t) vt
→ (t, a) c(t, η)− vt
→ (c, c) vc
→ (g, g) vg
→ (c, g) c(g, ξ)− vg
(c, g) → (a, a) va
→ (c, a) c(a, ξ)− va
→ (t, t) vt
→ (t, g) c(t, η)− vt
→ (c, c) vc
→ (g, g) vg
Under basic coupling, both configurations undergo the same transition according to
the maximal possible rate, and then uncoupled transitions are added to fit the correct
transitions for each marginal. We detail this construction in the first 5 lines of this
first table, the others are similar. There, we start from (η(0), ξ(0)) = (c, c). The rate
for a transition from c to a or to g in Table 1 does not depend on the value of the
configuration on neighboring sites, therefore here we have transitions respectively to (a, a)
or (g, g) with the rates va or vg, and these rates yield the correct rate for each marginal
transition. But the rate for a transition from c to t in Table 1 depends on the value of
the configuration on site 1. Therefore the maximal rate for a coupled transition from
(c, c) to (t, t) is min{c(t, η), c(t, ξ)}, and, to obtain the correct rate for each marginal
transition, it has to be supplemented by respective uncoupled transitions to (c, t) and
(t, c), with rates c(t, ξ)−min{c(t, η), c(t, ξ)} and c(t, η)−min{c(t, η), c(t, ξ)}.
But a transition to (t, c) would break the increasing order between the coupled configu-
rations. To forbid it, that is, for its rate to be 0, we need to have
c(t, η) = min{c(t, η), c(t, ξ)}. (6.21)
There are two possibilities, according to the value of the coupled configuration on 1, which
is such that η(1) 6 ξ(1). Either η(1) ∈ Y = {c, t}, hence c(t, η) = wt 6 c(t, ξ), and
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(6.21) is satisfied; or η(1) ∈ R = {a, g}, hence c(t, η) = wt+rη(1)t and c(t, ξ) = wt+rξ(1)t :
a necessary and sufficient condition for (6.21) to be satisfied is
rat 6 r
g
t.
Transition Rate
(t, t) → (a, a) va
→ (c, c) min{c(c, η), c(c, ξ)}
→ (c, t) c(c, η)−min{c(c, η), c(c, ξ)}
→ (t, c) (∗) c(c, ξ)−min{c(c, η), c(c, ξ)}
→ (g, g) vg
(t, a) → (a, a) va
→ (t, t) vt
→ (c, c) vc
→ (c, a) c(c, η)− vc
→ (g, g) vg
→ (t, g) c(g, ξ)− vg
(t, g) → (a, a) va
→ (t, a) c(a, ξ)− va
→ (c, c) vc
→ (c, g) c(c, η)− vc
→ (t, t) vt
→ (g, g) vg
In this second table, the transition from (t, t) to (t, c) has to be forbidden for attrac-
tiveness, which requires
c(c, ξ) = min{c(c, η), c(c, ξ)}. (6.22)
We have that
c(c, η) = wc + r
η(1)
c 1{η(1)∈R}, c(c, ξ) = wc + r
ξ(1)
c 1{ξ(1)∈R}, with η(1) 6 ξ(1).
Thus (6.22) is satisfied if and only if
rac = r
g
c = 0.
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Transition Rate
(a, a) → (t, t) vt
→ (c, c) vc
→ (g, g) min{c(g, η), c(g, ξ)}
→ (a, g) c(g, ξ)−min{c(g, η), c(g, ξ)}
→ (g, a) (∗) c(g, η)−min{c(g, η), c(g, ξ)}
(a, g) → (a, a) c(a, ξ)
→ (g, g) c(g, η)
→ (t, t) vt
→ (c, c) vc
(g, g) → (a, a) min{c(a, η), c(a, ξ)}
→ (a, g) c(a, η)−min{c(a, η), c(a, ξ)}
→ (g, a) (∗) c(a, ξ)−min{c(a, η), c(a, ξ)}
→ (t, t) vt
→ (c, c) vc
In this third table, the transitions from (a, a) and from (g, g) to (g, a) have to be
forbidden for attractiveness, which requires
c(g, η) = min{c(g, η), c(g, ξ)}, (6.23)
c(a, ξ) = min{c(a, η), c(a, ξ)}. (6.24)
We have that
c(g, η) = wg + r
η(−1)
g 1{η(−1)∈Y }, c(g, ξ) = wg + r
ξ(−1)
g 1{ξ(−1)∈Y }, with η(−1) 6 ξ(−1),
c(a, η) = wa + r
η(−1)
a 1{η(−1)∈Y }, c(a, ξ) = wa + r
ξ(−1)
a 1{ξ(−1)∈Y }, with η(−1) 6 ξ(−1).
Thus (6.23) and (6.24) are respectively satisfied if and only if
rcg = r
t
g = 0,
rta 6 rca.
The proposition is proved.
Proof. (of Proposition 4.7). We first compute L f(η) for f(η) = 1{η(0)=a}, with a ∈ A .
Recall that we write c(b, η) for c(0, b, η).
L1f(η) =
∑
b∈A
c(b, η)[f(η0b )− f(η)]
= −
∑
b∈A , b 6=a
c(b, η)f(η) + c(a, η)1{η(0)6=a}, (6.25)
L2f(η) =
∑
x∈Z
p(x, 0)[1{η(x)=a} − 1{η(0)=a}] +
∑
x,y∈Z, x<0<y
p(x, y)[1{η(−1)=a} − 1{η(0)=a}]
+
∑
x,y∈Z, y<0<x
p(x, y)[1{η(1)=a} − 1{η(0)=a}]. (6.26)
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Because µ is translation invariant, using (6.26), we have that
∫
L2f(η)dµ(η) = 0.
Therefore, by the invariance of µ, we have 0 =
∫
L f(η)dµ(η) =
∫
L1f(η)dµ(η). Thus
we only need to compute L1f(η), relying on the values for the rates given in Table 1,
and using (6.25).
L1(1{η(0)=a}) = −1{η(0)=a}(vt + vc + wg)−
∑
a∈Y
1{(η(−1),η(0))=(a,a)}rag
+1{η(0)∈Y }va + 1{η(0)=g}wa +
∑
a∈Y
1{(η(−1),η(0))=(a,g)}raa , (6.27)
L1(1{η(0)=g}) = −1{η(0)=g}(wa + vt + vc)−
∑
a∈Y
1{(η(−1),η(0))=(a,g)}raa
+1{η(0)∈Y }vg + 1{η(0)=a}wg +
∑
a∈Y
1{(η(−1),η(0))=(a,a)}rag , (6.28)
L1(1{η(0)=c}) = −1{η(0)=c}(va + vg + wt)−
∑
a∈R
1{(η(0),η(1))=(c,a)}rat
+1{η(0)∈R}vc + 1{η(0)=t}wc +
∑
a∈R
1{(η(0),η(1))=(t,a)}rac , (6.29)
L1(1{η(0)=t}) = −1{η(0)=t}(va + wc + vg)−
∑
a∈R
1{(η(0),η(1))=(t,a)}rac
+1{η(0)∈R}vt + 1{η(0)=c}wt +
∑
a∈R
1{(η(0),η(1))=(c,a)}rat . (6.30)
We write 0 =
∫
L1f(η)dµ(η) starting from (6.27)–(6.30). This gives the following linear
system, whose last line states that µ is a probability measure.
−(vy + wg)µ(η(0) = a) + waµ(η(0) = g) + vaµ(Y ) = rr,
wgµ(η(0) = a)− (vy + wa)µ(η(0) = g) + vgµ(Y ) = −rr,
−(vr + wt)µ(η(0) = c) + wcµ(η(0) = t) + vcµ(R) = ry,
wtµ(η(0) = c)− (vr + wc)µ(η(0) = t) + vtµ(R) = −ry,
µ(η(0) = a) + µ(η(0) = g) = µ(R),
µ(η(0) = c) + µ(η(0) = t) = µ(Y ),
µ(η(0) = a) + µ(η(0) = g) + µ(η(0) = c) + µ(η(0) = t) = 1.
(6.31)
Combining the addition of lines 1 and 2 (taking into account lines 5 and 6) with the
last line of (6.31) gives a system whose solution is (4.9)–(4.10). We then insert those
values into (6.31). Solving the system composed by its lines 1 and 5 (resp. its lines 3
and 6) yields (4.11), (4.13) (resp. (4.12), (4.14)).
Proof. (of Proposition 4.9). We assume that (4.3) is satisfied; the case where (4.2) is
satisfied is similar, and its proof is left to the reader.
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We go through the 3 steps of the proof of Proposition 4.1: Step 1 is still valid, with
(6.2)–(6.3) which become
µl(η(0) = a) + µl(η(0) = g) = µu(η(0) = a) + µu(η(0) = g), (6.32)
µl(η(0) = c) + µl(η(0) = t) = µu(η(0) = c) + µu(η(0) = t). (6.33)
because of (4.9)–(4.10). Thus, in Step 2, (6.4) is still valid, as well as (6.5)–(6.6). But
combining them with (6.32)–(6.33) implies that
µl(η(0) = t) = µu(η(0) = t) and µl(η(0) = a) = µu(η(0) = a). (6.34)
Finally, Step 3 is valid, which ends the proof.
Proof. (of Proposition 4.11). Because ν is a monotone coupling measure of µ1 and µ2,
it satisfies (4.19) and (6.8). Thus we have that{
µ1(η(0) = c) = ν((η(0), ξ(0)) ∈ {(c, c), (c, t), (c, a), (c, g)}),
µ2(ξ(0) = c) = ν((η(0), ξ(0)) = (c, c)),
(6.35)
{
µ1(η(0) = t) = ν((η(0), ξ(0)) ∈ {(t, t), (t, a), (t, g)}),
µ2(ξ(0) = t) = ν((η(0), ξ(0)) ∈ {(c, t), (t, t)}),
(6.36){
µ1(η(0) = a) = ν((η(0), ξ(0)) ∈ {(a, a), (a, g)}),
µ2(ξ(0) = a) = ν((η(0), ξ(0)) ∈ {(c, a), (t, a), (a, a)}),
(6.37){
µ1(η(0) = g) = ν((η(0), ξ(0)) = (g, g)),
µ2(ξ(0) = g) = ν((η(0), ξ(0)) ∈ {(c, g), (t, g), (a, g), (g, g)}).
(6.38)
Hence
µ1(η(0) ∈ {a, g}) = ν((η(0), ξ(0)) ∈ {(a, a), (a, g), (g, g)}),
µ2(ξ(0) ∈ {a, g}) = ν((η(0), ξ(0)) ∈ {(c, a), (t, a), (a, a), (c, g), (t, g), (a, g), (g, g)}.)
We then conclude thanks to (4.9)–(4.10) that yield
µ1(η(0) ∈ {a, g}) = µ2(ξ(0) ∈ {a, g}) = vr
vy + vr
.
Finally, (6.35)–(6.38) can be simplified in
µ1(η(0) = c) = ν((η(0), ξ(0)) ∈ {(c, c), (c, t)}),
µ2(ξ(0) = c) = ν((η(0), ξ(0)) = (c, c)),
µ1(η(0) = t) = ν((η(0), ξ(0)) = (t, t)),
µ2(ξ(0) = t) = ν((η(0), ξ(0)) ∈ {(c, t), (t, t)}),
µ1(η(0) = g) = ν((η(0), ξ(0)) = (g, g)),
µ2(ξ(0) = g) = ν((η(0), ξ(0)) ∈ {(a, g), (g, g)}),
µ1(η(0) = a) = ν((η(0), ξ(0)) ∈ {(a, a), (a, g)}),
µ2(ξ(0) = a) = ν((η(0), ξ(0)) = (a, a)).
(6.39)
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Proof. (of Proposition 4.12).
• We compute L 1f(η, ξ) for the function f(η, ξ) = 1{η(0)=a,ξ(0)=b}, for a, b ∈ A . We will
then apply this computation to (a, b) = (a, g) and to (a, b) = (c, t). We have (recall the
notation (6.20))
L 1f(η, ξ) =
∑
(a′,b′)∈A×A
c((a′, b′), (η, ξ))
[
f(η0a′ , ξ
0
b′)− f(η, ξ)
]
= −
∑
(a′,b′)6=(a,b)
c((a′, b′), (η, ξ))f(η, ξ) + c((a, b), (η, ξ))
[
1− f(η, ξ)]
= −
∑
(a′,b′)∈A×A
c((a′, b′), (η, ξ))f(η, ξ) + c((a, b), (η, ξ)) (6.40)
where we used
f(η0a′ , ξ
0
b′) = 1{η0
a′ (0)=a,ξ
0
b′ (0)=b} = 1{a′=a,b′=b}.
• We now apply (6.40) to (a, b) = (a, g), according to the coupling rates given in the
tables in the proof of Proposition 4.4, then using the attractiveness conditions from
Proposition 4.4.
L 1f(η, ξ) = −1{η(0)=a,ξ(0)=g} [c(a, ξ) + c(g, η) + vt + vc]
+1{η(0)=a,ξ(0)=a} [c(g, ξ)−min {c(g, η), c(g, ξ)}]
+1{η(0)=g,ξ(0)=g} [c(a, η)−min {c(a, η), c(a, ξ)}]
= −1{η(0)=a,ξ(0)=g}
[
wa + 1{ξ(−1)=a∈Y }raa + wg + 0 + vt + vc
]
+ 0
+1{η(0)=g,ξ(0)=g}
[
1{η(−1)=a∈Y }raa −min
{
1{η(−1)=a∈Y }raa ,1{ξ(−1)=b∈Y }r
b
a
}]
= −1{η(0)=a,ξ(0)=g}
[
vt + vc + wg + wa + 1{ξ(−1)=c}rca + 1{ξ(−1)=t}r
t
a
]
+1{η(−1)=c,ξ(−1)=t,η(0)=g,ξ(0)=g} [rca − rta] . (6.41)
For the last term in the last equality, we have used that since η(−1) 6 ξ(−1), either
they are both equal, or η(−1) = c, ξ(−1) = t.
We now integrate (6.41) with respect to ν, using also translation invariance of ν. To
lighten the formulas, we use the notation, for x, y ∈ Z, a1, a2, b1, b2 ∈ A ,
ν
 x ya1 a2
b1 b2
 = ν(η(x) = a1, η(y) = a2, ξ(x) = b1, ξ(y) = b2)
as well as
ν
 xa1
b1
 = ν(η(x) = a1, ξ(x) = b1), ν
 x ya1 ∗
b1 b2
 = ν(η(x) = a1, ξ(x) = b1, ξ(y) = b2).
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We also use that by Proposition 4.11 we have
ν
0 1c g
t g
 = ν
0 1c g
t ∗
 , ν
0 1c a
c g
 = ν
0 1∗ a
c g
 , ν
0 1t a
t g
 = ν
0 1t a
∗ g
 .
We thus get
0 =
∫
L 1f(η, ξ)dν = −[vt + vc + wg + wa] ν
0a
g
− rta ν
0 1c a
t g
− rca ν
0 1∗ a
c g

−rta ν
0 1t a
∗ g
+ [rca − rta] ν
0 1c g
t ∗
 . (6.42)
•We similarly apply (6.40) to (a, b) = (c, t), then also integrate with respect to ν, using
translation invariance of ν. This gives
0 =
∫
L 1f(η, ξ)dν = −[wt + wc + vg + va] ν
0c
t
− rat ν
0 1c a
t g
− rat ν
0 1c ∗
t a

−rgt ν
0 1c g
t ∗
+ [rgt − rat] ν
0 1∗ a
c g
 . (6.43)
• Adding (6.42) and (6.43) gives:
0 = −[vt + vc + wg + wa] ν
0a
g
+ [(rgt − rat)− rca] ν
0 1∗ a
c g

−[wt + wc + vg + va] ν
0c
t
+ [(rca − rta)− rgt] ν
0 1c g
t ∗

−[rta + rat] ν
0 1c a
t g
− rta ν
0 1t a
∗ g
− rat ν
0 1c ∗
t a
 . (6.44)
• We claim that
ν((η(0), ξ(0)) = (a, g)) = 0 if and only if ν((η(0), ξ(0)) = (c, t)) = 0. (6.45)
Indeed, assuming that ν((η(0), ξ(0)) = (a, g)) = 0, we have also
ν
0 1c a
t g
 = ν
0 1t a
∗ g
 = ν
0 1∗ a
c g
 = 0.
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Hence (6.43) becomes
0 = −[wt + wc + vg + va] ν
0c
t
− rat ν
0 1c ∗
t a
− rgt ν
0 1c g
t ∗
 .
The above r.h.s. contains only non-positive terms: it means that each of them is equal
to 0, in particular the first one, for which we know that wt + wc + vg + va > 0 (note
that for the second and third terms, rat and/or r
g
t could be equal to 0). This implies
that ν((η(0), ξ(0)) = (c, t)) = 0.
Similarly, assuming that ν((η(0), ξ(0)) = (c, t)) = 0, (6.42) becomes
0 = −[vt + vc + wg + wa] ν
0a
g
− rta ν
0 1c a
t g
− rta ν
0 1t a
∗ g
 .
Since vt + vc + wg + wa > 0, this implies that ν((η(0), ξ(0)) = (a, g)) = 0.
• We then consider each of the 3 assumptions on the rates.
(a) Assuming that rca = r
t
a, we have that the r.h.s. in (6.42) contains only non-positive
terms: it means that each of them is equal to 0, in particular the first one, for which
vt + vc + wg + wa > 0. This implies that ν((η(0), ξ(0)) = (a, g)) = 0, and we conclude
thanks to (6.45).
(b) Assuming that rgt = r
a
t induces a similar reasoning, to get first ν((η(0), ξ(0)) =
(c, t)) = 0 by considering (6.43) and using that wt + wc + vg + va > 0, then conclude
thanks to (6.45).
(c), (i) As a preliminary, we examine the conditions (α), (β), (γ), (δ): It is impossible
to have neither (α) nor (γ) satisfied, since it would imply
rgt − rat > rca > rgt + rta hence − rat > rta.
Thus if one of them is not satisfied, the other automatically is.
If (β) is satisfied then (α) is not satisfied, hence (γ) is satisfied.
Similarly, if (δ) is satisfied then (γ) is not satisfied, hence (α) is satisfied.
(ii) If (α) and (γ) are satisfied, then the r.h.s. of (6.44) contains only non-positive terms,
hence each of them is equal to 0. Since vt + vc +wg +wa > 0 and wt +wc + vg + va > 0,
this implies that ν((η(0), ξ(0)) = (a, g)) = ν((η(0), ξ(0)) = (c, t)) = 0.
(iii) If (β) is satisfied, on the one hand we bound the sum of the first two terms in the
r.h.s. of (6.44) by
(−[vt + vc + wg + wa] + [(rgt − rat)− rca]) ν
0a
g
 ,
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and on the other hand, by (i), (γ) is satisfied. Hence the r.h.s. of (6.44), which is equal
to 0, is bounded by a sum of only non-positive terms, thus each of them is equal to 0.
Since wt + wc + vg + va > 0, this implies that ν((η(0), ξ(0)) = (c, t)) = 0. We conclude
thanks to (6.45).
(iv) Similarly, if (δ) is satisfied, on the one hand we bound the sum of the third and
fourth terms in the r.h.s. of (6.44) by
(−[wt + wc + vg + va] + [(rca − rta)− rgt]) ν
0c
t
 ,
and on the other hand, by (i), (α) is satisfied. Hence the r.h.s. of (6.44), which is equal
to 0, is bounded by a sum of only non-positive terms, thus each of them is equal to 0.
Since vt + vc + wg + wa > 0, this implies that ν((η(0), ξ(0)) = (a, g)) = 0. We conclude
thanks to (6.45).
The proposition is proved.
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